FRA FILIPPO LIPPI AND POPE EUGENIUS THE FOUETH         l6l
Filippo.   The devil Is in them if they have not. Eugenius.   They may become   again   as   good   Christians   as Jbefore.
Filippo.   Easily, methinks.
Eugenius. Not so easily ;^but by aid of Holy Church in the administration of indulgence.
Filippo.   They never wanted those, whatever they want. Eugenius.   The corsair then is not one of those ferocious creatures which appear to connect our species with the lion and panther.
Filippo. By no means, Holy Father! He is an honest man ; so are many of his countrymen, bating the sacrament.
Eugenius. Bating! poor beguiled Filippo! Being unbaptized, they are only as the beasts that perish: nay worse: for the soul %eing imperishable, it must stick to their bodies at the last day, whether they will or no, and must sink with it into 'the fire and brimstone.
Filippo. Unbaptized! why, they baptize every morning. Eugenius. Worse and worse! I thought they only missed the stirrup ; I find the}- overleap the saddle. Obstinate blind reprobates! of whom it is written . . of whom it is written , . of whom, I say, it is written . . as shall be manifest before men and angels in the day of wrath.
Filippo.   More is the pity! for they are hospitable, frank, and
courteous.    It is delightful to see their gardens, when one has
iot the weeding and irrigation of them.   What fruit! what foli-
"age! what trellises!  what alcoves!  what a contest of rose and
jessamine for supremacy in odour! of lute and nightingale for
victory in song!    And how the little bright ripples of the docile
brooks, the fresher for their races, leap up against one another,
to look on! and how they chirrup and applaud, as if they too
had a voice of some importance in these parties of pleasure that
are loth to separate.
Eugenius. Parties of pleasure! birds, fruits, shallow-running .waters, lute-players and wantons! Parties of pleasure! and ^composed of these! Tell me now, Filippo, tell me truly, what

